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ABOUT US 

 

NLR Journal is an online bi-annual journal with a summer and winter edition. The 

Journal revolves around any Socio-legal Topic and is not strictly restricted to any 

particular field of law but promotes interdisciplinary research entailing detailed study 

of law with other disciplines in the contemporary era. 

  

All academicians, Research Scholars, Lawyers and Law Students can submit original 

manuscripts of Articles, Research Paper, Book Review, Case Comments and 

Legislative Comments relating to recent development in Law and Legal Studies. 

 

JOURNAL’S OBJECTIVES 

 
  

1. Provide detailed conceptualisation of socio-economic phenomenon and 

its interplay with law and policy-making. 

2. Encourage interdisciplinary and comparative research to develop a 

holistic and multifaceted approach towards the complex issues of today’s 

society.  

3. Critically and intellectually engage with contemporary issues and the 

discourse surrounding it. 

4. Enable the development of legal intellect, critical analysis and quality 

research by promoting original legal writing.  
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STREET CHILDREN AND SEXUAL ABUSE 
 

By Anurag Sharma a student of MSW from Tata Institute of Social Sciences Mumbai  

 

 

Child trafficking is one of the most crucial issues when we laid our due emphasis on the 

problems faced by street children. Whole word in this technical era is trying to figure out a 

solution of this issue.  

 

World Health Organization (WHO) suggested that, poverty and illiteracy are the primary reason 

of child trafficking. Basically, trafficking is enumerated as an illegal trade or transportation of 

human beings for the sole aim to do exploitation either, in the form of sexual physical abuse and 

in many other ways. 

 

Yes, I saw you mocking me as I dug my face in the bin to find some food and pennies. 

I perceived your abhorrence 

To you, I am just a subject of travesty 

has it ever occurred to you why i am left abandoned on the streets? 

Why the street is my classroom? Think about it! 

I survive on beg to earn bread, 

I direct motorists into parking lots, 

I wash cars, I serve tea, for extra five rupees I plea. 

Once upon a time Have you ever pondered why i do not go to school? 

Now my friends and I have no names, 

We are just street children, exploited without shame. 

I was abused by my own family, 
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Left on my own, 

To survive a big, bad world, 

All alone.  

“Your child is HIV positive”, as the report announced, 

Defenceless against the world, my heart pounced. 

Poverty and, neglect led me to the streets. 

I have a new family in the mews.  

We together face the evil of Starvation, vulnerability, loneliness and the diseases, 

We sleep on the pavement, crumbled as and when the world pleases, 

Our hearts long for a warm sleep and food. 

 

As per the recent Survey, it has been found that approximately 5,000-7,000 Nepalese girls 

became the victims of trafficking and exploitation done by compelling them into child 

prostitution in 2019-201. 

 

In a journal it was thrown light upon that approximately 1.5 lacs women and children had been 

trafficked to or via India from Bangladesh in the year 20022.  

 

The practice has only gotten more structured and worse since then. Most of the children and 

women who are or have beenthe victims of human trafficking are trafficked from states like 

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Bihar, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh 

amongst other states3. 

 

 
1Ruchira Gupta( Project Officer at UNICEF in New York), trafficking, Children prostitution and UNICEF response, 

published at https://asiasociety.org/trafficking-children-prostitution-and-unicef-response retrieved on 23 August 

2020. 

2 Asian Development Bank, combating Trafficking of women and Children in South Asia, Regional synthesis paper 

for Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Manlia, 2002. 

3Sankar Sen, PM Nair, Report on Trafficking in women and Children in India 2002-03, NHRC, UNIFEM, ISS Project. 

https://asiasociety.org/trafficking-children-prostitution-and-unicef-response
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Child trafficking is the most heinous of human rights violations. It involves the movement of 

children from one place to another under duress, coercion, or deception and are walked into 

situations of mental and sexual exploitation for monetary purposes. Most victims of human 

trafficking are children and adolescents. Children are the mostly targeted by traffickers and 

racketeers as they yield them more money.  

 

The younger the child, the more money it will fetch4. Children bring exploited at a tender age 

usually develop and grown into disempowered, illiterate, and unskilled adults, perpetuating the 

cycle of poverty. What is not as well known is that children are trafficked for labour, domestic 

work, organ transplants, begging, drug peddling, marriages, adoption, camel jockeying, circus and 

other forms of inhumane entertainment. 

 

Child Sexual Abuse 

 

Child sexual abuse is the intricate social evil faced by our country. Human Rights of ample of 

citizens have been encroached by these activities. Street children who are generally unaware 

about their rights have faced devastating effects due to such exploitation.  

“Street children are among the most physically visible of all children, living and working on the 

roads and public squares of cities all over the world”5 (UNICEF, 2006).  

 

There are more than 100 million street children in the world, with UNICEF estimating that India 

alone has 18 million street children and is having the largest population in the world. In other 

words, Street children can be defined as “Children who are living and sleeping on the streets they 

maintain less or no contact with their family” (Childline6, N.D.) 

 
4Children, S. t. (2011). Surviving the Streets. New Delhi: Save the Children 

5Agarwal, R. (1999). UNICEF (1988) Annual Report. In Street Children: a Socio-Psychological study, edn. 1. 

Delhi: SHIPRA Publication 
 

6Childline India (Source: http://www.childlineindia.org.in/)Children, S. t. (2011). Surviving the Streets. New Delhi: 

Save the Children 
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Street children are the most vulnerable group of children and are more exposed to risk when it 

comes to use of substances in early age. What strikes the most is despite it being a universal issue, 

it has never received the desired attention and eminent solutions. Despite the various socio-

economic and cultural hardships faced by the child beggars, these children are exposed to abuse 

and the most heinous forms of exploitations. Children living on the streets are more prone to drugs 

addiction as they do not have any parental control and end up being victims of substance abuse. 

 

 The easy accessibility and reasonable volatility of the substances such as cough syrups, pain relief 

ointments, glue, paint, gasoline and cleaning fluids which are conveniently found in corner stores 

makes it simple for the street children to resort to them. Adding to their problem of addiction, is 

the presence of very less or absence thereof of any structural procedure or mechanism or health 

and rehabilitation centers to help these children.  

Children between the age groups of 12-18 years are largely involved and the effect of substances 

on the health is more severe as compared to that of the adults7. These children live in a very pathetic 

and unhygienic conditions. Mostly bonded to their employers and these children work hard to earn 

enough, which can ensure their survival and safety.  

 

Most of these children lack proper shelter and protection leading them often exposed to sexual 

harassment by adults and even from the peer group members. Lack of adequate care and support 

by the family and absence of other mechanisms like health facilities, educational opportunities, 

government on ground scheme implementation to pull these children out from addiction have 

results into poor growth and development of these children. 

Child Sexual Abuse is often considered as a taboo in our patriarchal society. It is estimated that 

in the year 2002 there were 150 Million girl child while 73 million boy child were the victim of 

child sexual abuse all over the world8.  

 
7Dabir, N., &Nigudkar, M. (2007). Child abuse: Confronting reality. Economic and Political Weekly, 2863-2866. 

 
8Vikas Choudhury and VikramPandit, “ Child Sexual Abuse In India: Systematic Review” published at 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/article/PMC6177170/ retrieved on 23rd August 2020. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/article/PMC6177170/
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Child sexual abuse are basically divided into following part 

1. Fondling- Caressing body parts (most commonly private parts). 

2. Molestation- touching of the genitals, or permitting a child to touch or fondle an adult’s 

genitals. 

3. Sexual intercourses- vaginal, oral, or rectal penetration. 

4. Exhibitionism- exposing genitals, usually to unsuspecting strangers. 

5. Prostitution or pornography- visual depiction of sexually explicit conduct. 

6. Online child luring- communicating with minor through internet to make it easier to 

commit a specific sexual offence. 

NCRB Report 2019. 

National Crime Record Bureau in the year 2019 published a report in which it was enumerated 

that around 100 children go missing every single day in India. Among various state Madhya 

Pradesh has highest number of missing children from 2016-2018. While state like West Bengal, 

Delhi Bihar has Maximum number of missing children in India. As per the report there is a hike 

in the number of missing child in every year. In year 2016 there were 63,407 while in 2017 there 

were 63,349 and in 2018 there were 67,1349. All the data received by NCRB is followed by FIR 

or by Daily Diary in police station. 

It is estimated that in the cases of rape, sodomy or murder of any street child less than 10% have 

been recorded10.  

In the year 2011, UNDP declared that India is amongst those countries which have the greatest 

number of street children in the entire world. While in 2012, UNICEF declared that in 6 major 

cities like Mumbai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore and Kanpur covered 

around 4,14,700 street Children. Not only this 48% of the street children used to spend nights in 

open street11. 

 
9 National Crime Record Bureau, “Report on Missing women and Children”, 2019. 

10ShobhanaSaxena, “ India Invisible Children Swallowed by Street”, November,6, 2011 in The times of India. 

11 Human Rights Watch, “Breaking the Silence: Child Sexual Abuse in India”  
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As per the survey it was found that among 51,000 street children, more than 50% have suffered 

sexual, verbal or physical violence in their life12. 

According to UNICEF, in Global Report of 2017 it was enumerated that there were around 1.7 

million children who have experienced abuse or violencein their life. 

As per Government of India in the year 2007 it was found that street children have faced 66% 

physical abuse, 50 % sexual abuse and 50 % emotional abuse13. 

In the 2011 census14, it was found there were 10.1 Million child labourersout of which Rag 

Pickers are most prevalent. It is estimated that they are around 4 million in India. 

Abuse by police officers 

As street children are unaware about their rights, have poor financial condition, consequently 

police seldom behave with them in the appropriate manner. According to human Rights watch 

Street children are most often detained, encountered by police15. Bribe is also offered by them to 

police, so that they can work without interruption. 

Drug Abuse 

A report published by ministry in the year 2017 revealed that there were 46,410 cases of drugs 

abuse particularly in Delhi. Out of which:- 

21,770 children are prone to tobacco 

9,450 are addicted to alcohol 

7,910 are addicted to inhalants  

And rest 5,600 are addicted to cannabis16. 

The major problem that India was and is facing is that there are no programs held in schools to 

sensitize the children about the substance abuse. For the children out of school, any such program 

or drive becomes furthermore difficult as there is no common platform to bring them all together 

at same place and time. India as a country also lacks a robust and well-defined substance abuse 

 
12 Ajay, Legal Protection of Street Children in India: a Critical Analysis, ILJ Law Review, Summer Issue of 2019. 

13Kackerloveleen, Vardan Srinivasan Kumar P., Study on Child Abuse: India 2007, Ministry of women and Child 

Development, Government of India, 2007. 

14 Registrar General and Census Commissioner of India, Census of India, New Delhi 2011. 

15 Supra Note 7. 

16 Supra Note 8. 
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policy due to which large numbers of children are charged under the Narcotic Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act, 198517. 

The main reason for their exploitations are that they unaware about their right, poor child 

welfare, closely attached to patriarchal family, lack of police support. Due to these reasons they 

are easily targeted by both individuals and the officials. In the troublesome and corrupt system  

 

they do not get justice as well. They face exploitations throughout their life. Subsequently these 

exploitations become part of their life and accepted by them as new normal. 

These issues lead tocompulsive disorders, depression, poor social adjustment, lack of trust issues, 

high risks of HIV/AIDS amongst these children. Not only this they also feel lack of honour along 

with the guilt. To get the“Basic Human Rights”of the street children several NGOs, human 

Rights activists and statutory bodies are struggling to eradicate the evil which is being faced by 

the street children. 

 

Suggestions 

 

1. Government needs to put emphasis on both source area or demand area 

Source areas are those area from where the street children have been captured and demand area 

are those area to where they are trafficked. If government figures out these areas then it becomes 

easy to stop trafficking against them. 

2. Addressing the reason why they are being trafficked and why they face exploitation 

Basically the main reason was poverty and illiteracy. Due to this child has been trafficked and 

faces exploitation. If government can get rid from these reasons then these activities will be 

minimised. 

3. . Public awareness campaign 

 
17 Lori, M.F.(2005). Voices from the street: An Ethnography of India’s street Children: A Case Study of Delhi, New 

Delhi: Hope India. 
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The Government, NGOs and other statutory bodies need to do public awareness program so that 

these children will get aware about there basic rights and get justice in case of violation. 

4. Role of Society 

Society played an important role in every crime. It is a deviance provided by member of society. 

If everyone focuses on their requisite work then such type of crime is not possible to this extent.  

 

Families need not to sell their children for mere monetary benefits, media houses need to laid down 

some emphasis on such issues, or legal representatives have to fight there cases as well. Everyone 

has to comply with their own role and responsibilities 

5. Shortage of child welfare committee 

Child welfare committees are with the purpose to promote welfare of the children, but in India we 

lack these committees as a consequence welfare of children became less frequent. 

6. Shortage of police personnel 

In India due to less ratio and corrupt police personnel, investigations become slow and inefficient. 

7. Delay in justice 

In India there is a huge pendency of cases. As per National Judicial Data Grid most of the cases 

are more than 1 year old. Due to this sometime victim does not get justice in his/her entire life. 

Even in Fast track court it will take 8-9 years to get justice in Nirbhaya Rape Case, 2012.  

8. Special court to deal with such issue 

Due to less number of courts in India, every single court has to deal with number of cases due to 

which the efficiency their work gets reduced. Instead of Single court, Special Tribunals need to be 

set up in the areas to deal with such issue. 

 

 
 


